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AI-Driven Platform

Yewno | Edge is a revolutionary AI-driven investment research platform designed to 
transform massive amounts of information into actionable insights in real time.

Portfolio Concept Exposures
Analyze your exposure to concepts in real time across global 
securities

1M +
concept exposures per day

Imagine having a team of analysts at your fingertips reading and processing 
thousands of news articles and documents per day. Using Yewno | Edge, you can 
easily find what companies, themes and events are impacting your portfolio 
intraday.

Leverage Yewno's AI-driven concept-based technology to uncover hidden risks in 
your portfolio in real time by tracking company relationships and exposures to 
ideas rather than just keywords.

Whether it be Apple’s missed earnings, concerns over trade war, a Chinese 
economic slowdown, you can see how virtually any factor is impacting your 
portfolio.

Concept Driven Investing & Stock Screener
Build investment strategies to track any investment theme or 
idea in seconds

50 K
thematic strategies

Screen companies by exposure to millions of concepts and ideas and build 
portfolios to track these themes with the click of a button.

Backtest a thematic strategy for any investment theme on the fly, ranging from 
technologies like blockchain to autonomous cars or exposure to global warming 
and other ESG factors. 



Visit Yewno.com/Edge for a free 2 week trial
Contact FinanceSales@Yewno.com for more information

AI-Driven Anomaly Detection & Real-time Sentiment
React to market events in real time with intraday sentiment 
predictions

25 K
articles per day

Instantly analyze market chatter about companies in your portfolio by using 
advanced concept-based searches to pull in related news events and documents 
rather than simply searching by keyword.

React to relevant, market-moving events in real time using Yewno's proprietary 
anomaly detection algorithms.

Identify which critical news events are impacting your portfolio and use advanced 
sentiment scores to predict stock returns.

Enhanced Company Insights
Dive deep into a company’s relationships, patents, news and 
concept exposures

9 K
global companies

Accelerate your research process by diving deep into a variety of alternative and 
otherwise disconnected data sources.

Perform in-depth analysis on a company by examining global patents, concept 
exposures, court documents, clinical trials, government contracts, global news, 
official filings, ESG factors and more.

Examine and screen original documents, search for related information, and chart 
derived exposure and factor scores across time for global companies.
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